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Main  Technology  Artificial Intelligence Fights Wildlife Poaching

Humans tend to do pretty terrible things to the environment. And those who go

about illegally killing animals and cutting down trees are downright criminal, and

can be di⼊呂cult to stop. So, the National Science Foundation has turned to

arti咰Ҁcial intelligence to help out.

It's not the only time we've turned to technology to help 咰Ҁght poachers. Earlier

this year, realistic robots were used as traps, and of course there're always

drones. But now, researchers are using A.I. applications that incorporate a game

theory model for wildlife protection. The app is called PAWS (which stands for the

Protection Assistant for Wildlife Security). It was developed in 2013, and tested in

Malaysia and Uganda.

PAWS analyzes the terrain and topography of an area, incorporating the paths

where animals most often travel--which means poachers will be more likely to

travel them as well. In addition, the app can prescribe randomized patrols, which

can keep poachers from learning a pattern and predicting when a wildlife o⼊呂cer

may be nearby. Similar technology has been used by the Coast Guard and the

Transportation Security Administration.

Recently, PAWS was combined with another algorithm, called CAPTURE

(Comprehensive Anti-Poaching Tool with Temporal and Observation

Uncertainty…
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Snapchat sued over 咰Ҁlter allegedly involved in high-speed car wreck

Snapchat is facing a lawsuit following a high speed car wreck in which
one of the drivers may have been using Snapchat. SEE ALSO: Snapchat
under 咰Ҁre for 'racist' Bob Marley 咰Ҁlter The lawsuit describes a 2015
incident in which driver Christal McGee allegedly increased her driving
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Amy Schumer made her dad's day, thanks to a FaceTime session with Goldie
Hawn

Amy Schumer knows the way to her dad's heart: Goldie Hawn. The
three had a sweet little FaceTime session, a portion of which Schumer
shared with Twitter on Wednesday. SEE ALSO: Amy Schumer jokes
Jennifer Lawrence is 'the meanest girl I know' "You're the love of his
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How To Raise Money For Your Startup Through Social Media

Raising money for your startup could mean the di晔‶erence between
turning your company into success or see it languishing by the
wayside. If you need to raise money for your startup, social media is
the answer. Research states 84% of CEOs use it to make 咰Ҁnancial
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Samsung is making a dedicated VR headset

Samsung isn't betting just on phone-based virtual reality. The tech
mainstay has con咰Ҁrmed that it's working on "dedicated" VR gear that
doesn't require slotting in one of its phones. Software research lead
Injong Rhee didn't delve into…
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SpaceX’s Plan to Reach Mars by 2018 Is … Actually Not That Crazy

SpaceX is already pretty close to having a lot of the tech they need for
an uncrewed mission to Mars. The hardest part will be landing a craft
on the big, red rock. The post SpaceX's Plan to Reach Mars by 2018 Is ...
Actually Not That Crazy appeared 咰Ҁrst on…

04.27 / 23:53 wired.com

Limelight Networks posts another loss, revenue decline
04.27 / 23:52 bizjournals.com

Houston-based ATM giant to redomicile overseas

Houston-based Cardtronics Inc. (Nasdaq: CATM), an owner and
operator of ATMs, plans to change its parent company’s location of
incorporation from Delaware to the United Kingdom. The company’s
North American headquarters will remain in Houston, and its European

04.27 / 23:52 bizjournals.com

Scientists say oil咰Ҁeld wastewater spills release toxins

Brine spills from oil development in western North Dakota are
releasing toxins into soils and waterways, sometimes at levels
exceeding federal water quality standards, scientists reported
Wednesday. Samples taken from surface waters a晔‶ected by waste…

04.27 / 23:52 wtop.com

The Latest: Man dead in Apple conference room was employee

CUPERTINO, Calif. (AP) — The Latest on an Apple employee found dead
in a conference room at the company headquarters in Cupertino,
California (all times local): 4:45 p.m. Authorities say a man found dead
in… The post The Latest: Man dead in Apple conference room was

04.27 / 23:51 wtop.com

Arianna Hu⼊呂ngton becomes Uber's 咰Ҁrst female board member - CNET
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 The ride-hailing startup names the Hu⼊呂ngton Post editor to its
board as it fends o晔‶ competition, critics and l…

04.27 / 23:51 cnet.com

'Game Of Thrones' causes droop in porn consumption - CNET

Technically Incorrect: The raunchy HBO series is so popular that
Pornhub says it a晔‶ects online porn…

04.27 / 23:51 cnet.com

Comcast raises data caps to one terabyte, may bring them to more markets

Comcast has heard the complaints, and raised the data cap over what
99 percent of the customer base currently uses, but it isn't all good
news, as data caps may be coming for you, too. The post Comcast
raises data caps to one terabyte, may bring them to more markets

04.27 / 23:51 digitaltrends.com

Smartwatch shipments triple, but Apple's market share slips - CNET

Global shipments grew more than 200 percent in the 咰Ҁrst quarter, but
Apple now controls a little more than half the market it helped to…

04.27 / 23:51 cnet.com

Mac sales take a 12 percent tumble year-over-year as users upgrade less often

Apple can no longer claim it's immune to the sales slowdown plaguing
the PC industry at large. On Tuesday it to announced that sales had
fallen year-over-year at a rate not seen since 2007. The post Mac sales
take a 12 percent tumble year-over-year as users upgrade less often

04.27 / 23:51 digitaltrends.com
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